1. Introduction and summary. In this study we consider questions pertaining to the admissibility of fixed sample size tests of hypotheses, when sequential tests are also available. Most of the questions refer to specific distributions such as the normal, exponential family, and Student's t, although the proofs will work in other cases as well.
The first results are for the normal case with unknown mean and the hypothesis is one-sided or two-sided. If the risk function is a linear combination of probability of error and expected sample size, then any fixed sample size test is inadmissible. We will exhibit a better test. If, on the other hand the risk function is componentwise, that is, consists of the two components, probability of error and expected sample size, then any optimal fixed sample size test for the one-sided hypothesis is admissible. This latter result is true when the underlying distribution is exponential family and the support of the distribution is the entire real line. These results are true for other distributions and more general loss functions. See Remarks 2.2 and 2.3.
The next set of results is concerned with t-tests for the one-sided hypothesis, when the risk function is componentwise. The conclusion here is that the fixed sample size t-test is inadmissible if and only if the absolute value of the critical value for the test is greater than or equal to one. Hence for the most commonly used sizes, the fixed sample sized t-test is inadmissible. ( 2. Normal distribution with unknown mean. The model in this section is that Xi, i = 1, 2, . .. are a sequence of independent, identically distributed normal random variables with unknown mean 9 and known variance which, without loss of generality, is taken to be one. We write X = (X1, X2, * ) so that X lies in an infinite product space.
The first situation considered is to test the one-sided hypothesis H1: 9 < 0 vs. H2 : 9 > 0. We evaluate tests by a inear combination of the probability of error and expected sample size. Before stating the first theorem we need some preliminaries that will be appropriate for all remaining sections.
The parameter space e has typical element 9. We test HI: 9 E ) against H2 : 9 E C2.
The action space consists of pairs (n, T), where n is the stopping time and T = 1 or 2 depending on whether H, or H2 is chosen. The loss for action (n, 1) is nc for 9 E 1 and nc + 1 for 9 E= 2. For action (n, 2) the loss is nc + 1 for 9 E 81 and nc for 9 E 02. Here c > 0 represents the cost of taking an observation. A decision function 8(x) consists of a set of nonnegative* functions Clearly (2.4) will be positive for all 9 < 0 provided a is chosen so that PROOF. For now assume C > 0 and let 8'(x) be a test which can potentially be better than the t-test. The stopping rule for 8'(x) must assign positive probability to stopping at some time sooner than M. Otherwise the expected sample size would be greater than or equal to M. If it were equal, without ever stopping sooner, 8'(x) could not beat t since t is known to be an admissible test among fixed sample size tests. (The t-test is UMPU.) Hence for 8'(x) , there must exist a set E contained in implies that there exists a set F contained in EM-j such that ,u(E X F) > 0 and such that for every (X1, X2, ... , XM) in E X F, t > C but 3' accepts H1 with positive probability. At this point it is clear that the Stein argument used in Theorem 2.3 shows that the probability of the type II error for 6', will exceed the probability of the type II error for the t-test for some (0, a2) points in the alternative space. Thus, such a 3' cannot beat t. Similar arguments work if 6' rejects instead of accepts sooner than M, and also if C < 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. In the remainder of this section we demonstrate how to construct admissible tests which are better than the fixed sample size t-test. The better test will be determined by the critical value of the given t-test. We will need It is easily seen that as 9 tends to infinity the right hand side of (4.1) approaches zero from above and thus is positive for large 9.
Thus 3', to preserve monotonicity, must stop and accept if XI < C' < 0 and reject for Xi > C'. But again it is easily seen that as 9 ---oo, the type I error for 3' would exceed the type I error for 6. Thus we have shown that there does not exist a monotone test which is better than 3.
